


From: Paige Rohman
To: BRTprojects
Subject: Comments on the Orange Line Project Plan Update
Date: Monday, May 26, 2014 9:14:27 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to provide public comment on the proposed Orange Line from
Burnsville to Minneapolis.  I am a resident of Bloomington, and long-time transit user.  Over
the past ten years, I have lived in two locations in Minneapolis as well as my current location
in Bloomington.  At my first home, I took the Blue Line and transferred to local buses (3, 16,
50) to get to my work at the U.  At my second home, I took an express bus (579) from the
46th Street Station to work at the U.  At my current home, I will be able to take the Orange
Line from American Boulevard to downtown and then transfer to the Green Line, however I
am driving right now due to childcare commitments and lengthy bus travel time.

First, I am a supporter of transit.  I think the expansion of rail lines and bus rapid transit are
great.  My main concern is with total travel time.  MetroTransit has, time and again, made the
same mistake: we add too many stops and slow the entire route down.  We are seeing this
played out right now on the Green Line, where travel time is almost 60% longer than
projected in part because we added more stations to try and appease every location along the
route.  We are also seeing this played out along the Red Line at the Cedar Grove Station,
where it's just taking too long for buses to get off the highway and back on again.  It was put
there under the guise of redevelopment, much like the Knox location is being proposed in
Bloomington/Richfield, but we see that it just isn't working and now the local authorities are
trying to come up with $14 million to do it the way it should have been done.

My public comment on the proposed route is, please keep buses in the median all the way.
 Yes, there are costs associated with a new station in the median at American Boulevard.
 Yes, the bridge at 66th Street is not that old.  Do this right.  If you take the cheap route (66th
Street Station on the off ramps) as well as try to provide stops for everyone along the way
(Knox ave 3A option) the entire route slows down and you lose ridership.  Our goal should
be to reduce congestion, and that means reliable, fast options.  It should not take me longer to
travel by BRT than it would by car.  Keep the buses in the median so that they have fast
access off and on the HOV lanes.

I recommend option 1A at American Boulevard and adding the option to rebuild the 66th
Street bridge so that buses will stay in the median all the way.  This is the only way to make
this program truly rapid.  Please do it right.

Thank you.
Paige Rohman
Bloomington MN

mailto:mail@paigerohman.com
mailto:BRTprojects@metrotransit.org
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May 30, 2014

Metro Transit

560 Sixth Avenue North

Minneapolis, MN 55411

Attn: Christina Morrison, Project Manager

e-mail: Christina.morrison@metrotransit.org

brtproj ects@metrotransit.org

Dear Ms. Morrison:

Please accept this letter on behalf of Lupient Automotive Group ("Lupient") as Lupient's

comment in support of the proposed Metro Orange Line ("Orange Line") Option 3A route as it

impacts the Penn American District of Bloomington, Minnesota. Lupient owns and operates the

Lupient Chevrolet auto dealership at 1601 Southtown Drive, Bloomington, Minnesota. Lupient

also owns the adjacent lot, 1700 American Boulevard West, which Lupient acquired for future

development of another auto dealership or expansion of Lupient Chevrolet. The two Lupient

properties are on the north side of American Boulevard, separated from Knox Avenue by the

Richfield Bloomington Mitsubishi site.

Lupient is excited about and welcomes the continued growth and expansion of bus rapid transit

("BRT") service to and through the Penn American District. We had some initial concerns that

the Orange Line would disrupt our operations by taking land and access to accommodate the

route or transit stops. We have reviewed the Orange Line plans, as updated by the April 2014

METRO Orange Line BRT Project Plan Update ("Plan Update") and we have discussed those

plans with staff and now understand that Metro Transit has elected to pursue "Option 3A," which

aligns the proposed Orange Line route with the northerly extension of Knox Avenue across

American Boulevard and under Interstate 494.  Based on that understanding we support the

Orange Line for the reasons stated in this letter.

Lupient welcomes BRT as an important new piece of the transportation system in which

Lupient has participated for over 60 years. Lupient has been in the automotive industry since

1950 and has operated the Chevrolet dealership at its Bloomington location for over 45 years.

Lupient plans to continue operations at the Lupient Chevrolet location indefinitely. Those plans

include improving and expanding the existing dealership at its current location and possibly

expanding the Chevrolet dealership or developing a new dealership on the adjacent lot at 1700

American Boulevard West. Lupient anticipates improved mass transit to play a part in its growth

by providing alternatives for bringing its customers and employees to and from the site.

There is synergy between the BRT stop and Lupient's auto dealership business.  A

significant part of Lupient's business includes delivering cars to people, including purchasers

who are coming to pick out or pick up their new cars and car owners who are dropping off or
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picking up their cars at our service department. Lupient Chevrolet also has approximately 75

employees coming to and going from the site every day. The expansion of BRT down Knox

Avenue will provide access to mass transit to customers when they pick-up and drop off their

vehicles and to our employees for their daily commute.

Lupient endorses the Option 3A alignment along Knox Avenue because it uses an existing

drive and minimizes disruption of existing businesses and the taking of private property.

Although we understand that the northerly extension of Knox Avenue may currently be privately

owned, it is already used for public access to Southtown Shopping Center, the Lucky 13

Restaurant, and Southtown Drive. There is even an existing bus stop on the extension of Knox

Avenue, at the northeast comer of Knox and American Boulevard. Further, there are no existing

buildings in the proposed alignment. Option 3A also enhances the existing traffic patterns and

establishes a street grid by providing for a new east-west street parallel with American

Boulevard, north of the Mitsubishi site, that would provide additional access to businesses north

and east of the Knox-American Boulevard intersection. Our support of Option 3A is also based

on our understanding that the Option 3A would not require taking of any land from Lupient, or

affect access to either Lupient property from American Boulevard.

Lupient opposes any modifications to Option 3A and any alternative alignment that would

require taking of additional land or access from Lupient or other existing businesses.

Lupient understands that Metro Transit has considered alternative alignments of the Orange Line

BRT route through the Penn American District, including a few contorted alternatives that would

snake through the Lupient property. We oppose any alternative routing of the Orange Line to the

extent it requires a public taking of Lupient's land or access, including existing access to

American Boulevard.  Any such taking would have consequences to Lupient, Lupient's

employees, and Metro Transit that are far beyond the value of the land itself. All of the proposed

alternative routes that run through the Lupient property would result in a total taking of the

Lupient property because all of those alternatives would deprive Lupient Chevrolet of sufficient

land, access or both, to conduct its business. If Lupient Chevrolet cannot conduct business on

the site, Lupient Chevrolet will almost certainly have to close, because it will not be able to

relocate. The location of the Chevrolet dealership is limited by Minnesota Statutes that establish

spacing requirements between competing dealerships. The current locations of other Twin Cities

Chevrolet dealerships effectively block Lupient Chevrolet from relocating to a site outside the

Penn American District. Because Lupient Chevrolet cannot relocate, if Metro Transit elects an

alternative routing of the Orange Line that would result in a taking of Lupient's land or access,

the takings damages would include the loss of the business, not just the value of the land. If a

taking forced Lupient Chevrolet to close and discharge is employees, the business losses could

include funding of a currently unfunded union pension liability in excess of $31,000,000, which

would be triggered by a significant reduction in union workforce. Option 3A provides a rational,

straight line route over land that is currently unoccupied by buildings and is used as a public

drive. There is no reason to look at alternative indirect routes that require taking of land that is

currently in use for private business purposes.
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Conclusion. On the basis of our review of the Updated Plan and our discussions with Metro

Transit staff, and specifically on our understanding that Option 3A does not require taking of

private land that is currently in use for private business purposes, we support the Option 3A

alignment of the Orange Line. The studies performed by Metro Transit and summarized in the

Plan Update show that the Option 3A alignment best serves the community at large by creating

jobs, minimizing to the extent possible the costs of construction, and providing a convenient and

efficient route for riders.  The Option 3A route not only minimizes any negative impact on

existing businesses but allows for the opportunity to create partnerships with existing businesses

to ensure the success of the Orange Line.

Sincerely,

STINSON LE( STREET LLP
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WHEREAS, The 35W Solutions Alliance is a Joint Powers Agreement whose members 
include the cities of Bloomington, Burnsville, Elko New Market, Lakeville, Minneapolis, 
Richfield, Savage and Dakota, Hennepin and Scott Counties. Ex-Officio members 
include the Minnesota Department of Transportation, Metropolitan Council, Metro 
Transit, and Minnesota Valley Transit Authority; and   
 
WHEREAS, the Solutions Alliance supports efforts to facilitate traffic flow and capacity 
in the I-35W Corridor that includes funding, building, operating and maintaining a robust 
multimodal transportation system that reduces congestion, improves safety and 
promote economic growth; and 
 
WHEREAS, METRO Orange Line BRT is planned on I-35W to enhance transit service 
frequency and access to both I-35W transit routes and crosstown local routes; and  
 
WHEREAS, METRO Orange Line station location and routing have been closely 
integrated with MnDOT’s I-494/35W Interchange Vision Layout process to advance and 
benefit both projects; and  
 
WHEREAS, the Solutions Alliance has made both METRO Orange Line and the 
interchange top priorities; and 
 
WHEREAS, Metropolitan Council has provided the draft Orange Line Project Plan 
Update for public comments; and 
 
WHEREAS, receiving public comments on the Orange Line Project Plan provides an 
opportunity for Metro Transit and Metropolitan Council to better understand the 
preferences and needs for BRT in our communities; and 
 
WHEREAS, after the comments are received and incorporated into the plan, it will be 
brought to the Metropolitan Council for review and adoption; and 
 
WHEREAS, the finalized document will be used to support local and federal funding 
applications, help determine a path for environmental processes, and refine and update 
the Metropolitan Council’s Regional Transportation Policy Plan. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that The 35W Solutions Alliance hereby 
supports the METRO Orange Line BRT project as outlined in the Project Plan Update.  
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June 12, 2014 

  

Lake Street Council has been involved in several transit planning efforts, including the 35 Lake Transit/Access 
Project and the Midtown Corridor Alternatives Analysis. We fully support the 35W BRT and proposed Lake Street 
Station. Our organization’s inclusion in the planning process has allowed us to review the details, operations 
planning and renderings.  Given our review and further conversation with area stakeholders, we support the 
project at Lake and 35W.  
 
The Orange Line will serve over 8,000 jobs and 12,000 households within a 10-minute walk of the Lake Street 
station, and will greatly increase all-day, reliable, frequent transit access to destinations in the area. Transit 
service will be restored and improved at Lake Street (currently restricted due to the inability of merging from the 
inside MnPASS lane at 46th Street Station to the Lake Street shoulder). Our business community looks forward to 
improved access that will increase business and encourage development. 
 
The new station will improve personal safety and comfort for both riders on the I-35W Orange Line and riders on 
Lake Street buses, and have a heightened level of maintenance as part of a transitway. The Project Plan Update 
recognized the deteriorating condition of the existing 35/Lake bus stops, recommending both short and long-
term improvements, including better trash collection, rider signage, shelter refurbishment, coordinated 
maintenance efforts, and better communication with customers about the planned stations improvements. 
 
The station will improve the appearance of the area. Our expectation is that Metro Transit will continue to 
connect with both the neighborhood associations and our organization when the station is operable, and that the 
station will show the pride and care we expect in our community. We look forward to this successful transit 
development in an area of our community in need of re-investment.  
 
This letter is written on behalf of the Lake Street Council Board of Directors. You will find names and business 
affiliations below. We are looking forward to the Lake Street Station and BRT becoming an asset to our 
community.  If we can be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to ask.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Joyce Wisdom 
Executive Director    

 







  
 

I-494/I-35W Interchange Project 

Open House Summary 

 

Meeting Overview  

An open house for the I-494/I-35W Interchange Project was held on Monday, April 28, 2014 from 
4:30 – 6:30 pm in St. Richards Catholic Church at 7540 Penn Avenue South in Richfield.  Meeting 
attendance included representatives from the Cities of Bloomington and Richfield, Metro Transit, 
MnDOT, and the project consultant team.  The meeting was also attended by members of the 
Metropolitan Council and elected officials from the Cities of Bloomington and Richfield. A total of 
66 people that signed in on the meeting attendance sheet and there was an estimated 80+ public 
citizens that were in attendance overall.  Both residential and commercial representatives attended 
the event.  

The meeting was conducted in an open house format with display boards and maps with no formal 
presentations.  The purpose of this open house was to provide the public with an overview of the 
project, describe the planned interchange and transit, present drainage pond locations, and to answer 
questions regarding project.  Additional information was provided through a project fact sheet 
packet that was available to those who attended the open house.    

Participant Input 

In addition to verbal discussions, all attendees were provided with a comment form to provide the 
project team with written input.  There were no specific questions to be answered on the comment 
form.  In total, seven written comment forms were collected at the meeting. Comment forms can 
also be mailed at a later date to April Crockett (Project Manager) of the MnDot Metro District. The 
following is a summary of the comments received, both verbal and written.   

General Comment Summary 

In total, seven written comment forms were turned in at the meeting.  In addition, project staff 
collected verbal comments from participants.  The following is a summary of the general comments 
received:  

 Many supported the interchange project, noting the safety and congestion issues that 
currently exist in this area. 

 Many expressed support for the proposed Orange Line alignment and station areas. 

 Some expressed concern over the proposed access modifications at Penn Avenue (no direct 
access from NB I-35W). 

 Several participants inquired as to the project schedule and estimated timing for 
implementation. 

Morriscn
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Written Comments 

Copied below are transcripts of the written comments submitted at the meeting:  

The No Turn on Red light on the 76th Street exit ramp from I-35W southbound should not be 
removed so traffic from Humboldt onto 76th can enter on 76th so they can get a traffic break on the 
flow of westbound traffic.  Currently the only way to get to eastbound 76th from Humboldt is to 
enter westbound 76th and do a U-turn at Kmart.  Taking away a ‘No Turn on Red’ sign would make 
it impossible to cross 3 lanes of traffic to go eastbound on 76th. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

We really need a Penn Ave. exit from the NB 35 to WB 494 turbine movement.  Otherwise, all of the traffic 
from Dakota County to Best Buy HQ will have to exit 35W at 82nd street and travel through the 
Penn/American intersection, which is already at a low level for service. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Looks Positive! Please Proceed! 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

1. Duplicate the existing “CD”/buffer lane on Northbound 35W on the southbound side of 35W. 

2. Leave the NB>>>WB cloverleaf as a “Penn Ave” exit, only similar to the HOV cloverleaf at Cedar 

Ave and 494. 

Benefits: 
1. Eliminates cost to tear out the cloverleaf. 

2. Eliminates adding Penn Ave. traffic to 82nd street. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

I would suggest closing or eliminating the northbound entrance to 35W from 82nd street and eliminate the 
southbound entrance from 35W to 82nd street.  They are too close to 494 and American blvd.  Not enough 
lane to get up to speed.  Clearly a cost that is not needed from my view.  This configuration would mirror 76th 
street.  An exit northbound to American blvd. and southbound from American blvd. to 35W would make 
more sense and close or remove the 82nd street bridge altogether would be the best option.  Thank you! 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Penn Ave. by bridge needs steps/sidewalk, so you don’t have to walk downhill on a dirt path.  Why not keep 
bus the same like routes have now instead of color lines (like red, blue, green, orange) so people know where 
the bus goes by the route # (EX. Richfield 500#’s) 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Concerns: 
1. Additional traffic on 82nd/Penn for Northbound 35W to Penn Ave. 

2. Please continue to update neighborhoods going past construction (those most affected) 

a. An annual open house would be nice 

3. Drainage from 494 low spots and impact on new area 

4. Access for apartments and businesses on the NE corner of 35w and 494 >>> frontage road, etc. 

helps with traffic on Fremont Ave. South 

5. The only way for updates is to provide email address??? 

6. Please post online for all to access.  Metro transit and others 
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OPEN HOUSE #3 SUMMARY  
 
Meeting Purpose 
The goal of the open house was to reinforce 
what was heard at the previous open houses, 
share project developments, solicit input on 
design alternatives, and provide an updated 
schedule and next steps for the project.   

 
 Materials Available  

• Context Boards explaining schedule and budget, guiding principles, what we’ve learned, what 
we’ve done, and conflict points 

• Process Boards showing project problem statement and project goals 
• Design Concept Boards showing preferred options for different roadway cross sections (2, 4A, 

and 4B) and concepts not advanced (1 and 3) 
• Intersection Concept Boards showing preferred intersection concepts with safety benefits and 

tradeoffs (closed raise median, roundabout, and full access median) 
• Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB) Information for attendees to reference  
• Corridor Plots with an opportunity to provide post-it comments 
• Survey to collect feedback on  direction and preference of design alternatives 
• Comment Cards to provide general feedback on the project 
• Metro Transit information including Orange Line BRT on I-35W with station at 66th  

 Survey Results 
Attendees were asked to provide feedback on the project process and proposed design concepts: 

• All but two respondents thought that common themes from previous open houses were 
accurately captured or were unsure because they weren’t at the previous open houses 

• 73% agreed the written problem statement captures the overall concerns of the community 
• 86% or respondents agreed that reducing speed and conflict points would improve safety 

Attendees were also asked to rank three design concepts, from most to least likely to foster the vision of 
the community as reflected in the Guiding Principles:  

• No single concept emerged as a unanimously preferred option for the corridor 
• Design concept #4B performed best in this exercise with the most first-choice rankings (16) 

Ranking of Design Concepts  
Count by Ranking #2 #4A #4B 
COUNT - 1st 11 8 16 
COUNT - 2nd 9 14 7 
COUNT - 3rd 11 9 10 

 
Half of all survey respondents indicated that they would support an alternative that impacts property if 
it was necessary to successfully address the existing problems within the corridors. Of the remaining 
respondents, half were against property impacts and half were unsure.  
 
When asked about intersection concepts, people generally agreed that raised medians would improve 
safety along 66th Street. Full access medians were also viewed positively for safety benefits. Most 
respondents agreed that roundabouts would improve safety. The response to rectangular rapid flashing 
beacons was mixed on whether or not this tool would improve safety.  
 

Quick Summary 
Meeting Date May 1, 2014 
Location Wood Lake Nature Center 
People Signed In 133 
Surveys Completed 49 
Comment Sheets 
Completed 

15 
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Intersection Concepts (Would these tools improve safety?) 
Intersection Concept Yes No Maybe 
Raised Median 17 5 3 
Roundabout 21 10 2 
Full Access Median 14 6 5 
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon 9 10 3 

 
 Public Comments – Common Themes  
 The summary below includes feedback from comment sheets and surveys. Specific comments are 

available in the detailed comment log. 
 

General  
• Some respondents requested three lanes of traffic and others requested five lanes of traffic  
• Comments were received that provided general support for the project and process 
• Slower speeds and enforced speed limits along 66th Street were requested 
• Concerns were expressed regarding the cost of the project  

 
Impacts 

• Right of way impacts were a concern of many respondents 
• Concern was expressed for traffic impacts associated with reducing traffic lanes 
• Other concerns expressed included noise impacts and buried utilities 

 
Multimodal  

• Many respondents commented on proposed bicycle and pedestrian improvements. The need 
for bicycles lanes was questioned by some; whereas, others expressed support for bicycle lanes 

• Comments were received to keep bicyclists separate from vehicles, put bicyclists on the road, 
and separate bicyclists from pedestrians 

• While support for Orange Line BRT was received, concerns were expressed regarding traffic 
impacts of buses making stops 

 
Intersection Concepts 

• Comments were received in favor of and in opposition to roundabouts 
• Support was shown for single-lane roundabouts over multiple lanes 
• Some respondents showed support for RRFB, while others said the improvement is unnecessary 
• A desire was expressed to maintain left turn access along 66th Street 
• Comments were received in support of boulevards and corridor beautification; others felt 

boulevards are unnecessary 
 
Other 

• A desire was expressed to address parking near Lyndale 
• Comments were received to consider maintenance impacts of snow removal 
• Some respondents requested a crosswalk be added at 3rd Avenue* 
• A request was made to address drainage at Newton 
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Public Comments – Post-It Note Summary 
The Summary below includes feedback from corridor plots.  
 
Traffic Operations (17 comments) 

• Reduce to three lanes, less impacts (4 comments) 
• Reduced lanes will add more traffic to side streets 
• Keep five lanes to reduce congestion (4 comments) 
• Add more grass medians (2 comments) 
• Close/restrict a few entrances along 66th Street (5 comments) 
• Convert roundabouts to one lane 

 
Pedestrian Safety (10 comments) 

• Safer crossings (at roundabouts (3 comments) and a few other locations) 
• Slow down traffic 

Transit Stops 
• Bus pull-off SE of 66th and 16th blocks view of drivers 
• Drivers unable to get around buses at bus stops 
• Build better bus shelters 

On-Street Parking 
• Want on-street parking on east end 

Bikes 
• Bike lanes – yes 
• Bike lanes – no   
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14 days ago   ·   

#OrangeLineBRT Tweet Chat -
05/20/2014

The discussion was hosted by Metro Transit (@MetroTransitMN) and featured special
guest, Orange Line Project Manager Christina Morrison (@stinamo). Participants
asked and answered questions about the project, and provided input on the project

plan.

by Metro Transit @MetroTransitMN

46 total views Embed

Get the rundown from @stinamo on the
 #OrangeLineBRT project before today's Tweet Chat, 
which starts in 15 minutes: ow.ly/x1I0a
11:44 AM - 20 May 2014

Metro Transit 
@MetroTransitMN

Follow

1 RETWEET

Log in

We recommend using tweetchat.com or another tool to 
easily follow the #OrangeLineBRT chat. We'll get 
started in a few minutes.
11:55 AM - 20 May 2014

Metro Transit 
@MetroTransitMN

Follow

1 RETWEET  1 FAVORITE

Project Manager Christina Morrison (@stinamo) is with us 
answering questions about the #OrangeLineBRT. Welcome! 
12:01 PM - 20 May 2014

Metro Transit 
@MetroTransitMN

Follow

1 FAVORITE

@MetroTransitMN Thanks for having me! Looking 
forward to questions about #orangelinebrt
12:02 PM - 20 May 2014

Christina Morrison 
@StinaMo

Follow

@MetroTransitMN @stinamo Will #OrangeLineBRT 
have a post-"Last Call" run from downtown? Sun-
Thurs, Blue Line doesn't betw'n 1:15a and 4a
12:02 PM - 20 May 2014

Jake Nelson 
@JakeNelsonMN

Follow

@JakeNelsonMN Service is currently planned between 
5 am and midnight, but we're looking for feedback on 
it. #orangelinebrt
12:05 PM - 20 May 2014

Christina Morrison 
@StinaMo

Follow

@JakeNelsonMN Would you use overnight and 
weekend service? #orangelinebrt
12:06 PM - 20 May 2014

Christina Morrison 
@StinaMo

Follow

Q1: How would you get to #orangelineBRT? Bike, 
connecting bus/train, walk, drive alone, carpool?
12:08 PM - 20 May 2014

Metro Transit 
@MetroTransitMN

Follow

A1: From a 2013 survey, we heard bus connections are 
really important at places like 98th St Station - ease of 
transfer>speed #orangelineBRT
12:12 PM - 20 May 2014

Christina Morrison 
@StinaMo

Follow



@StinaMo Even one 2:30 run could be a big help in 
cutting down on drunk driving. (I walk and work 
nights, so other reasons) #orangelinebrt
12:12 PM - 20 May 2014

Jake Nelson 
@JakeNelsonMN

Follow

Will the stations be in-line? Mistake realized with the 
Red Line Cedar Grove station. #OrangeLineBRT
12:14 PM - 20 May 2014

Isaac van Bruggen 
@isaac_andrew91

Follow

.@JakeNelsonMN Check out more service 
recommendations in our project plan update & provide 
comments: metrotransit.org/orange-line-li…
 #orangelinebrt
12:15 PM - 20 May 2014

Christina Morrison 
@StinaMo

Follow

.@isaac_andrew91 Lake/46th are online (center), 
66th/98th are inline (shoulder), 
76th/American/Burnsville are offline #orangelinebrt
12:17 PM - 20 May 2014

Christina Morrison 
@StinaMo

Follow

@MetroTransitMN A1: Walking to Burnsville station 
or transfers from buses to/from MoA, Burnsville 
Center or Normandale CC #OrangeLineBRT
12:17 PM - 20 May 2014

Jake Nelson 
@JakeNelsonMN

Follow

.@isaac_andrew91 Lot of debate & analysis on 
494/35W. What do you think of Knox Ave 
recommendation #orangelinebrt
 metrotransit.org/Data/Sites/1/m…
12:23 PM - 20 May 2014

Christina Morrison 
@StinaMo

Follow

.@mikesonn Nice! Which station? #orangelinebrt
12:24 PM - 20 May 2014

Christina Morrison 
@StinaMo

Follow

Q2: Why was the Knox Avenue routing chosen in the draft plan? 
#orangelinebrt 
12:26 PM - 20 May 2014

Metro Transit 
@MetroTransitMN

Follow



@StinaMo it's okay. Personally, I would like + online 
stations. This deviates 2 much 4 me. Stations are also 
very close together. Redundant?
12:26 PM - 20 May 2014

Isaac van Bruggen 
@isaac_andrew91

Follow

A2: A combo of reasons: better access to jobs + 
housing on both sides of 494. it puts transit where 
people want to be #orangelinebrt
12:29 PM - 20 May 2014

Christina Morrison 
@StinaMo

Follow

A2 cont: greater bus speed & reliability (over current 
535), while eliminating NB merge issues on 35W to 
66th St station #orangelinebrt
12:33 PM - 20 May 2014

Christina Morrison 
@StinaMo

Follow

@StinaMo Probably Randolph/Snelling
 #orangelinebrt
12:33 PM - 20 May 2014

Sonntimonious 
@mikesonn

Follow

@StinaMo oops. #orangelineBRT is not #AlineBRT
*slowly backs away*
12:35 PM - 20 May 2014

Sonntimonious 
@mikesonn

Follow

A2 cont: brings transit to the heart of
 @bloomington_mn's Penn American District and 
provides new bike/ped link across 494 #orangelinebrt
12:36 PM - 20 May 2014

Christina Morrison 
@StinaMo

Follow

Like Share

Related stories

A2 cont: brings transit to the heart of
 @bloomington_mn's Penn American District and 
provides new bike/ped link across 494 #orangelinebrt
12:36 PM - 20 May 2014

Christina Morrison 
@StinaMo

Follow

Why are the orange and red lines part of the Metro 
system (colored), but the Snelling/46th St BRT isn't?
 #orangelinebrt
12:37 PM - 20 May 2014

Isaac van Bruggen 
@isaac_andrew91

Follow

1 FAVORITE
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